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Outline

• Broad overview of what is in a global 

climate/weather model of the atmosphere

• Spectral dynamical core

• Some results-climate and global NWP

• End of era- why and what’s next?



Atmosphere in Coupled Climate 

System Model



Dynamic equations in vorticity 

divergence form 

where



Atmospheric model = 

dynamics+physics



Horizontal Discretization





* 3. Dynamics

o 3.1 Eulerian Dynamical Core

+ 3.1.1 Generalized terrain-following vertical coordinates

+ 3.1.2 Conversion to final form

+ 3.1.3 Continuous equations using $\partial\ln(\pi)/\partial t$

+ 3.1.4 Semi-implicit formulation

+ 3.1.5 Energy conservation

+ 3.1.6 Horizontal diffusion

+ 3.1.7 Finite difference equations

+ 3.1.8 Time filter

+ 3.1.9 Spectral transform

+ 3.1.10 Spectral algorithm overview

+ 3.1.11 Combination of terms

+ 3.1.12 Transformation to spectral space

+ 3.1.13 Solution of semi-implicit equations

+ 3.1.14 Horizontal diffusion

+ 3.1.15 Initial divergence damping

+ 3.1.16 Transformation from spectral to physical space

+ 3.1.17 Horizontal diffusion correction

+ 3.1.18 Semi-Lagrangian Tracer Transport

+ 3.1.19 Mass fixers

+ 3.1.20 Energy Fixer

+ 3.1.21 Statistics Calculations

+ 3.1.22 Reduced grid 

What is in dynamics? 

(CFD actually VLES)



* 4. Model Physics

o 4.1 Deep Convection

+ 4.1.1 Updraft Ensemble

+ 4.1.2 Downdraft Ensemble

+ 4.1.3 Closure

+ 4.1.4 Numerical Approximations

+ 4.1.5 Deep Convective Tracer Transport 

o 4.2 Shallow/Middle Tropospheric Moist Convection

o 4.3 Evaporation of convective precipitation

o 4.4 Conversion to and from dry and wet mixing ratios for trace

constituents in the model

o 4.5 Prognostic Condensate and Precipitation Parameterization

+ 4.5.1 Introductory comments

+ 4.5.2 Description of the macroscale component

+ 4.5.3 Description of the microscale component 

o 4.6 Dry Adiabatic Adjustment

What is in moist physics?



o 4.7 Parameterization of Cloud Fraction

o 4.8 Parameterization of Shortwave Radiation

+ 4.8.1 Diurnal cycle

+ 4.8.2 Formulation of shortwave solution

+ 4.8.3 Aerosol properties and optics

# 4.8.3.1 Introduction

# 4.8.3.2 Description of aerosol climatologies and data sets

# 4.8.3.3 Calculation of aerosol optical properties

# 4.8.3.4 Calculation of aerosol shortwave effects and radiative forcing

# 4.8.3.5 Globally uniform background sulfate aerosol 

+ 4.8.4 Cloud Optical Properties

# 4.8.4.1 Parameterization of effective radius

# 4.8.4.2 Dependencies involving effective radius 

+ 4.8.5 Cloud vertical overlap

# 4.8.5.1 Conversion of cloud amounts to binary cloud profiles

# 4.8.5.2 Maximum-random overlap assumption

# 4.8.5.3 Low, medium and high cloud overlap assumptions

# 4.8.5.4 Computation of fluxes and heating rates with overlap 

+ 4.8.6 $ \delta $-Eddington solution for a single layer

+ 4.8.7 Combination of layers

+ 4.8.8 Acceleration of the adding method in all-sky calculations

+ 4.8.9 Methods for reducing the number of binary cloud configurations

+ 4.8.10 Computation of shortwave fluxes and heating rates 

What is in SW radiation physics 

and clouds?



o 4.9 Parameterization of Longwave Radiation

+ 4.9.1 Major absorbers

+ 4.9.2 Water vapor

+ 4.9.3 Trace gas parameterizations

+ 4.9.4 Mixing ratio of trace gases

+ 4.9.5 Cloud emissivity

+ 4.9.6 Numerical algorithms and cloud overlap 

o 4.10 Surface Exchange Formulations

+ 4.10.1 Land

# 4.10.1.1 Roughness lengths and zero-plane displacement

# 4.10.1.2 Monin-Obukhov similarity theory 

+ 4.10.2 Ocean

+ 4.10.3 Sea Ice 

o 4.11 Vertical Diffusion and Boundary Layer Processes

+ 4.11.1 Free atmosphere turbulent diffusivities

+ 4.11.2 ``Non-local'' atmospheric boundary layer scheme 

What is in LW radiation and PBL?



At current climate resolutions

most physics is subgrid scale



Spectral dynamics-what and why



NO SPATIAL TRUNCATION ERROR = NO FALSE DISPERSION



Non-uniform Advection [U=U(x,t)] 





On the sphere use the natural 

basis-avoids polar singularity



Fourier series in longitude and 

associated Legendre functions in 

latitude



FFT in longitude 

Gaussian quadrature in latitude









For nonlinear terms grid to spectral:

FFT then Legendre



Latitudinal derivatives need care







TWO-TIME LEVEL

THREE-TIME LEVEL



Staying power of spectral 

dynamical core





Calibrate with 20th century and test 

hypotheses



Climate results for coupled system





Prediction is an initial value 

problem

How do we get 

Initial

Conditions?



Observations for prediction: 

radiosondes



Observations for prediction: 

satellite radiances



Observations for prediction:

satellite radiances



Data Assimilation: A Bayesian 

perspective

Bayes theorem relates

conditional probabilities

Denominator is normalization

p(x|y) ~ product of probability

densities

For use in data assimilation framework think of RHS

as product of the pdf of the prior p(x) times the pdf

of the probability of an observation y given the prior x

LHS is then the probability of the state x given an obs y

NB:If RHS is product of Gaussian pdf’s LHS Gaussian
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Example: Ensemble Kalman 

Filtering

Standard KF is prohibitively expensive because

covariance prediction is NxN. Ensemble prediction

methods ‘successfully’ predict forecast uncertainty.

Use ensemble to predict the covariance.

Step 1:

Estimate mean and

covariance using 

forecast ensemble
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Example:EnKF

Step2: Make an observation y=H(x)

Simplest example is a single observation

e.g. H=(1 0) in two dimensions. Use ensemble

correlations to regress changes in x.

Step 3: Multiply pdf’s and compute

posterior distribution

Step 4: Adjust ensemble

Step 5: Gaussian: mean= most likely state



Improvement in forecast skill due to advances in

modeling AND data assimilation techniques



Ensemble forecasting

Success

European Storm

of the Century

Lothar 12/24/99

Ensemble prediction

gives hint of storm



The Future (massively parallel):

HOMME 

• High-Order Methods Modeling Environment

• Spectral elements, Continuous or 

discontinuous Galerkin on cube sphere

• Explicit or semi-implicit time integration

• Proven highly scalable on MP systems 

O(90000) cpus

• Vertical discretization: finite-difference (CAM)

• Current FV core also a candidate



Avoid global communication and 

pole problem with cubed sphere

• Equiangular projection

• Sadourny (72), Rancic (96), 

Ronchi (96)

• Some models moving towards 

this approach

Metric tensor

Rewrite div and vorticity



Taylor’s result

HOMME Dycore

Scaling on 96,000 processors

Aquaplanet simulation 1/8 deg



Observations and ECMWF
Nastrom –Gage spectrum

ECMWF spectrum day 10

With

Stochastic

CA forcing

Standard 

Model

T799

Observations



EULERIAN SPECTRAL FINITE VOLUME

Current version of CAM has finite volume 

discretization-moving cubed sphere



The End

Questions ?


